
Were here with the biggest games releasing this month for the month of December. The series where we highlight all the games releasing this month 
(when we have winners) "shoutout to last months winner who snagged themselves a copy of (insert game)
If you wanna win a game this month all you have to do is be following or subscribed on the platform of choice which we will pick at the end of the video, leave a comment on what game you want to win and why.  

December 1st -
Romancing Saga Minstrel Song Remastered - PS4, PS5, Switch and PC
Inscryption - comes to Switch.  One of my sleeper favorite games to come out this year
December 2nd - 
Callisto Protocol - another massive release this year, the spiritual succesor to dead space is coming to all major platforms.  (super excited for this one)
Marvel's Midnight Suns - FART.  Marvels take on xcom....just go play xcom, All major platforms
Need for Speed Unbound - (insert gotta go fast clip from 1st video) coming to current gen consoles and PC
RE Village Winters Expansion coming to the switch
December 6th - 
Hello Neighbor 2 - coming to all major platforms.  I saw some beta gameplay and hopefully its improved because it was a broken and buggy mess in beta
Dwarf Fortress - (insert shrunken dom image) coming to PC
December 8th -
Chained Echoes - looks like an awesome new 16 bit RPG coming to all major platforms
December 9th - 
Dragon Quest Treasures - is releasing on the switch
Choo-Choo Charles - another highly anticipated game for me this month.  A survival game where you roam a assive map trying to escape from a possesed spider thomas the tank engine (insert thomas meme) coming to PC
December 13th - 
High on Life - the next Squanch Games release takes on the FPS genre with their usual crude and over the top humor.  Definetly one to keep an eye on.  Coming to xbox consoles and PC
Crisis Core : FF7 Reunion - is just a remastered verion of the OG classic Crisis Core coming to all major platforms
December 14th - 
Thw Witcher 3: Wild Hunt - is getting the Skyrim treatment and coming to current gen consoles
December 16th - 
RE7 Biohazard - is making its way onto the Switch
December 22nd - 
Valkyrie Profile: Lenneth - is a remake of the 1999 RPG coming to PS4 and PS5 






